Below you will find some more information from the owners:

About the house
During your holidays you will live in an original Engadine house,
which from 1861 also housed a small shop and a bookbindery.
Just like the beautiful villages in the Lower Engadine, this
apartment is a contemporary witness and irreplaceable. The house
Punt 43 was uninhabited for more than 50 years. In the year
2013/14 it was extensively and carefully renovated and adapted to
today's living comfort.
When designing the Engadine apartment, we were guided by the
tension between "old and new". Through the "Pierten" (today's
kitchen) sheep used to go to the back of the wooden stable (behind
today's bathroom). The bedroom is located in the former "Cha da fö" (kitchen). Here you can still see the
traditional bend on the outside wall of the bedroom. For aesthetic reasons we have not used a steam extractor in
the kitchen. Good ventilation after cooking is sufficient. We also abstained from installing a TV set.
The original Arvenstube is from the year 1817 (buffet with initials Andrea Jon Perner). It was completely removed
during the renovation, lavishly restored and reinstalled. From the same carpenter one finds some similar
buffets/Arvenstuben in Scuol.
Garden / outdoor seating area
The Engadine apartment has an outdoor seating area in the garden.
Go up the stairs opposite the front door and straight ahead. There
used to be an orchard there, which now lies above the underground
car park. The triangular seat at the top left with the wooden chairs
and table belongs to the Engadine apartment. The grill is also there.
Although the house is situated in Punt at the lower edge of the
village, the old people from Scuol believe that down there it would
have the longest sun. This is certainly true in the evening!
The whole old village part of Scuol (Scuol sot) is - like all Engadine
villages - narrowly built, the houses nestle against each other, and
the streets run narrowly along the houses. Enjoy your morning
coffee on the small patio in front of the Engadine Door - there is sun
there in the morning - and take in the special atmosphere of the
village and its inhabitants.

